**Refined**

**Imax** is the premium supplier of fiberglass panel, acrylic panel and polystyrene panel in Malaysia. We strive to set the trend to the fiberglass art industry and enhance the taste level of your home interior designing process.

We believe art has taken an important part in our lives in affecting people emotion. It soothes the agitation, it calms the nerve and it alights people mood. In our Imax Refined series, we offer the brand new range of art and design to suit every different taste of life.

We offers more than 10 categories from Urban design, oriental, environmental to the Kid’s corner to fit in any factor of your home designs.

Life is all about fun!
acrylic & polystyrene

acrylic

- White Translucent RP11
- Solid White SP81
- Blue Translucent
- Solid Grey SP83
- Solid Light Brown SP85
- Pink Translucent
- Apple Green SP87

polystyrene

Polystyrene is widely used for door, shower screen and partition infill panels worldwide. Imax offers wide range of polystyrene panels to meet every needs of these products.

W-11 CL-11 LB-11 B-11 W-21 CL-21 LB-21
LB-61 CL-71 B-71 P-71 CL-81 CL-91 CL-101
**Imax** offers a wide range of Acrylic color to your favorite choice. The reasons for choosing fine acrylic over glass or wood are persuasive: clean lines, more impact resistant and insulates better than glass. Its glossy surfaces and design versatility combined with an exceptional clarity are just a few of the advantages.
With the hectic lifestyle, it is the best to extract some nature of beauty substances into your home interior, it is time have a breath of nature and freshness of life.
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Black denotes strength and authority; it is considered to be a very formal, elegant, and prestigious color.
Blue is always seen as the sign of freshness. In the combination of different tones of blue can give you the absolute feel of freshness to your home.
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mesmerizing autumn

Combines the energy of red and the happiness of yellow. It is associated with joy, sunshine, and the tropics.
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Red always presented the passion of fire. A powerful color which melt into pink to give your a warmer feeling. Let our Passion Fire series become the theme of your home interior inspiration.
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Colours that combines the stability of blue and the energy of red. Purple is associated with royalty. It symbolizes power, nobility, luxury, and ambition.
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miss the green?

Green is the color of nature. It symbolizes growth, harmony and freshness. Green has strong emotional correspondence with safety.
Green is the color of nature. It symbolizes growth, harmony and freshness. Green has strong emotional correspondence with safety.

when the green meets the blue
Wood represents wholesomeness and earthiness. It also represents steadfastness, simplicity, friendliness, dependability, and health.
Expand Kid's imagination in every possibility as they have infinite wonders on how things work.
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The nature world and its phenomena, it represents the forces and processes that produce and control all the phenomena of the material world.
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Oriental temptation aims to restore the body balance and harmony between the natural opposing forces of yin and yang.
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Bamboo are the fastest growing woody plants in the world...
bamboo way
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Imax Latest creation of fiberglass panel add every personality touches into your closet door. With premium fiberglass material from Japan and with the high-tech printing quality we assure you the finest touch of the panel. You can choose your favorite panel design, complimented with up to 10 choices of frame.